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KAREN VAN DYCK 
Tracing the Alphabet in Psycharis's Journey 
The issues of multilingualism and translation have a privileged place in Greek 
intellectual discourse. In fact if America has a race question and Italy has a 
Southern question, the topic that has generated an analogous volume of pages 
and heated debate in Greece is the language question. Ever since the Greek 
nation was created, intellectuals, school teachers, priests, and politicians have 
fought over which form of the Greek language should be used for written 
purposes, demotic, the language «of the people», or katharevousa, a purist 
language that reintroduced elements of Ancient Greek. In the 1880s this de-
bate, known as the D.wamxo Z1jTYlflC( (the Language Question), reached new 
heights with a book that would become the manifesto of demoticists and help 
make the literary explosion of the twentieth century in demotic possible: Yan- ' 
nis Psycharis's My Journey (To TastOt (J.ou) (1888).1 At the same time that this 
debate was raging in Greece, the first big wave of Greek immigrants left 
Greece for the United States, arriving at Ellis Island with their own language 
question. The challenge of learning a new alphabet and language gave rise to 
numerous immigrant handbooks (from dictionaries to cookbooks) as well as 
A slightly different version of this paper was given at the Balkans Conference, Greek Ministry 
of Culture, Thessaloniki, June 4-6, 2004. My longer, more in-depth reading of Psycharis's My 
Journey is forthcoming in a collection entitled Diaspora and Cultural Memory (eds Kamboureli -
Klironomou - Nickas). I am grateful to Peter Mackridg,e and Georgia Farinou for their helpful 
comments. 
1 For useful overviews of the Language Question see P. Mackridge, «Ka6ape:uouaa (c. 1800-
1974): An Obituary for an Official Language», in M. Sarafis - M. Eve (eds) Background to Con-
temporary Greece, London, Merlin, 1990 - and the section he introduces in M. Z. Kopidakis, 
Ia-c:op{a T'f}<; EAA'f}VtXJ7<; Dwaaa<;, A61jv()(, E.A.I.A. [Greek Literary and Historical Archivel, 32000. 
Also see A. P. Christi des, IaTop{a T'f}<; EAA'f}VtXJ7<; Dwaaa<;: Ano Tt<; apxi<; iw<; T'f}V UaTE:p'f} 
ApxmoT'f}Ta, Ele:aaaAovixl'), KltV'tpo EAAl')vLx1jc; rAwaa()(c; [Center for the Greek Languagel, 2001. 
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literary texts that registered the drama of multilingualism in a new guise. 
Working with the uneven social terrain that marks the cosmopolitan diaspora 
Greek and the peasant immigrant, my larger research project traces the im-
portant role of language politics in imagining geographical displacement in 
Greek and Greek-American literature from this watershed moment to the pres-
ent. Focusing on texts that address the journey from one culture to another as 
an exercise in translation, I show how reading literature of the Greek diaspora 
published in Greece and in America together complicates any strict categoriza-
tion of literature by nation, and underscores the difficult, and yet artistically 
and theoretically productive, dimension of living between two or more lan-
guages. The project is in a sense a genealogy of the perception of Greece's 
different alphabet summed up in the expression «It's all Greek to me!» and the 
way issues of translation and transliteration pervade literature about and by 
Greeks over the past two centuries.2 Psycharis's description of his journey from 
Paris to Constantinople to Chios to Athens with its translations, transliterations, 
and wild spelling is a good place to begin. 
Psycharis, a novelist, a linguist, a professor of Greek language and litera-
ture, and the son-in-law of Ernest Renan, left a large legacy of novels, scholarly 
essays, and personal lore in French and Greek. I will focus on his book My 
Journey, with some reference to his lecture «The Kiss» (<<To cDlAl») (1893), 
because it offers a window onto how Psycharis's experience as a writer of the 
Diaspora affects his views on language. Psycharis's My Journey, half literary 
travelogue, half diatribe, is most often read for its contribution to the aywva<; 
(struggle) or lata (idea), to make demotic the national language of Greece, and 
by doing so give Greece her rightful place in Modern Europe. This is how 
Psycharis himself understood his project. In the preface to his grammar he 
explains that though he had always wanted to write a linguistic study about the 
demotic Greek language, he had first to spend many years attending to the 
2 For my discussion of this topic with regard to the work of the contemporary Greek Diaspora 
writers and performers Olga Broumas, Kay Cicellis, Irini Spanidou, and Diamanda Galas see 
«~w:a7topa, [le:-cacppaa'Y] XaL 'Y] YUVaLxe:La ypacpij - Diaspora, Translation, and Women's Writing», 
EAkfJvi&<; ouyyparpd<; T"fJ<; &aonopa<; - Women Writers of the Greek Diaspora, Athens, Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs, 1998; «Greek Poetry Elsewhere», Gramma: Journal of Theory and Criticism, 8 
(2000) and «Avant-garde Translation: A Conversation with Diamanda Galas», CONNECT: Art, 
Politics, Theory, Practice, 1 (2000). For comparative discussions of translation and transliteration 
as conceptual models in Diaspora literature see respectively B. H. Edwards, The Practice of Diaspo-
ra: Literature, Translation, and the Rise of Black Internationalism, Cambridge, MA, Harvard 
University Press, 2003, and M. C. Onwuemene, «Limits of Transliteration: Nigerian Writers' 
Endeavors toward a National Literary Language», Publications of the Modern Language Association 
of America, 114 (5) (1999). 
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national cause by writing literature in demotic. 3 Psycharis and the majority of 
critics who have written about his work view My Journey as national literature, 
not Diaspora literature, or, for that matter, a contribution to linguistics or 
translation theory.4 As we will see, however, this canonical text of monolin-
gualism in the name of nation-building actually deals with many different 
forms of Greek as well as French, German, Italian, and Turkish and can be 
read as offering a vision of the Greek language as irremediably diasporic and 
multilingual. A closer look at how words are moved from one language or 
form of language to another in this text shows that translation, transliteration, 
etymology, and loan words are not just practical conventions in his writing, but 
conceptual models for grappling with cultural displacement. Along side the 
message of transparency and perfect substitution suggested by his oft-quoted 
aphorism «YAwooa xm na't"ploa dvm 't"o lOW» (<<language and nation are one 
and the same»), another tale of diasporic and linguistic disorientation unfolds. 
Reading Pyscharis in this way opens up the possibility that he is espousing a 
more radical theory of the sign than is usually associated with him. Although 
his explicit references in his essays and grammar are to more traditional posi-
tivist linguists who focused on phonology and physiology, some of the posi-
tions he takes in My Journey and «The Kiss» actually seems closer to Saussure's 
in his posthumously published Course in General Linguistics (1916).5 Many of 
the ideas we attribute to Saussure can also be found in Psycharis's discussion of 
the language question: the arbitrary relationship of the linguistic sign to that 
which it signifies, the importance of studying language synchronically as well 
as diachronically, the difference between langue and parole, or YAwooa and 
AaAux, as Psycharis puts it. I will not discuss the connections between Psycha-
ris's and Saussure's thought in this paper, but I want us to keep them in mind 
because they can help us see through and beyond the prevalent view of Psycha-
ris's project as nationalist and monolingual. 6 
3 f. lJfuxap'Y]<;, MzyaA"fJ PW{laitx"fJ EmoT"fJ{lovtxi] lpa{l{lanxi], vol. 1, AOijva, EAe:uOe:pouoa-
X'Y]<;, 1929, p. 1. Dimaras clarifies this position when he says that Psycharis's critique in My Journey 
is more social than linguistic (c. Dimaras, A History of Modern Greek Literature, Albany, State 
University of New York Press, 1972, p. 365). 
4 See Tziovas's discussion in D. Tziovas, The Nationism of the Demoticists and its Impact on 
their Literary Theory (1888-1930): An Analysis Based on their Literary Criticism and Essays, 
Amsterdam, Hakkert, 1986, and in his article «Heteroglossia and the Defeat of Regionalism in 
Greece», Kambos. Cambridge Papers in Modern Greek, 2 (1994) 95-120. 
5 For an overview of works in linguistics that pycharis himself considered important, see the an-
notated bibliography to his Greek grammar, op. cit. (fn. 4). 
6 In this connection it is useful to know that Psycharis began teaching at the Ecole Practique des 
Hautes Etudes in Paris in 1885 where Saussure also taught from 1881-1891 before going to 
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Born a Greek citizen in Odessa, Psycharis lived in Constantinople as a small 
child. He spoke French with his father, Greek with his nanny as well as his 
grandmother, was then schooled in Germany and France, and in his thirties, 
while writing My Journey, was settled in Paris teaching Byzantine and Modern 
Greek Literature at the university. When he finally decides to visit Greece, he 
is first and foremost a Frenchman. In fact the whole premise of his trip in 1886 
seems to be an imbalance between his Greek and French selves and the need to 
reclaim his motherland. The book starts with a chapter entitled «n060-; xpu-
cpo-;» (<<Secret desire») in which it is the sea and its ability to bring him back to 
Greece that turns out to be the secret desire that has been hidden from him: 
'E[3Ae:1ta: TtlV o[.l.OP<PYj 6ea: 1tOU e:txa: [.I.1tpo(J'tli [.I.OU, a:1tO 1tlivw [.I.OU 'tOY oupa:vo [.I.e: 'tYj 
Aa:Il1tpo-t"1j'ta: 'tau, o'to 1tAGtY~ [.I.OU xli[.l.1tou,;; X(XL 1tpa:otVlioa: XL 1i1;a:<pva: mo xli'tw, Gt[.l.a: 
o~xwva: 'ta: flli'tLa:, a:1tepa:V"t"Yj OIiAa:OOa: [.I.e: 'ta: [.I.a:[3~1i 'tYj';; XU[.I.a:'ta:, OIiAa:OOa: ye:Aa:O't~, 
lio1tpou,;; a:<ppou,;; O'toALO[.l.evYj. 
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I saw the beautiful view before me, above me the sky with its brilliance, beside me the 
hills and green and suddenly further below, if I raised my eyes the endless sea with the 
purple waves, the laughing sea, decorated in white foam. 
Ah! the sea, why did I have to catch sight of her? Why couldn't the plane trees, the 
willows, and the other trees that grow out of the French earth conceal her? As soon as I 
Geneva. Kriaras states that along with Michel Breal and Arsene Darmsteter, Ferdinand de Saussure 
was an important teacher for Psycharis (E. Kplapac:;, llfuXcip7I';' lBte.;, aywve.;, 0 tXv8pw1ro,;, 
A6ijva, Em:(a, 21981, p. 174). He is among the teachers Psycharis includes in his dedication to his 
Quelques Travaux de linguistique, de philologie et de litterature helleniques (1884-1928), vol. 1, 
Paris, Societe d'edition «Les belles lettres», 1930. Psycharis would have known Saussure's early 
work on sound change (Memo ire sur Ie systeme primitif des voyelles dans les langues indo-
europeennes (Essay on the early system of vowels in Indo-European languages), Reprografischer 
Nachdruck der Ausg, Leipzig 1879) when he was writing My Journey. Though the majority of 
texts referred to in his bibliography in his grammar are on the physical production of languag<; 
(voice, accent, gestures), op. cit. (fn. 4), he does acknowledge quite a few works on phonetics 
including a book by Charles Bally, a colleague of Saussure's at the University of Geneva who 
helped compile the influential Course after Saussure's death (F. de Saussure, Course in General 
Linguistics, trans. Roy Harris, Lasalle, IL, Open Court, 2002). 
7 To Tat;tBL (l-ov, A6ijvCI., Em:!a, 1993 (11888), pp. 40-41. 
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saw the sea my imagination took me in a new direction. I remembered my homeland! It 
was to this homeland that the sea could take me. As soon as I had thought of this, as 
soon as I had this devilish idea in my head, I could think of nothing else. I forgot the 
green, the flowers, the sky, and all the nature that I couldn't get enough of before. 
Something was tugging at me! A deep desire ate at my heart and wouldn't leave me 
alone. The moment had come. I had to rise, return home, count my money and make 
the journey.8 
At first this seems like a straight forward cri de coeur from an expatriate who 
longs for his country, but what is interesting to me with regard to my project 
of reading the movement between cultures through the lens of language is the 
way Psycharis wishes the French trees could cover over the Greek sea, also that 
when he discusses checking his money, he uses the Greek word 'ltapaoe:c; (pa-
rades) which is the plural form of a Greek word for money, borrowed from 
Turkish. The fact that he wants the French to conceal the Greek, but also, it 
seems, the Greek, the Turkish, suggests that there is no direct route from one 
place to another even at the level of desire. The question of which culture or 
language conceals or is buried in another culture or language is complicated, 
and present in all its complexity from the start of My Journey. As we will see, 
this game of cultural hide and seek is crucial to the development of his argu-
ment about the Greek language and the relation of demotic and katharevousa. 
One of the most poignant moments in the book is when he finds he can't read 
the Greek newspapers in the reading room in Constantinople because French 
keeps «popping up» from under the Greek. He expresses what he is experi-
encing by weaving together the Katharevousa and French idioms for «to take 
the trouble», first a Greek letter, then a French one. The way one thing takes 
over another, or peeks out from behind another, is a recurring textual strategy 
and ultimately offers a theory of language that is much more nuanced than an 
equation of language and nation. 9 
So what do we find if we "take the trouble» to look at how languages and 
different language registers encroach on each other in Psycharis's work? Let me 
mention how etymology and loan words are used to oppose the two forms of 
the Greek language under debate, katharevousa and demotic, and then turn to 
how this same opposition is worked out, but cannot be sustained, in terms of 
contesting languages and alphabets in the section that contains the passage in 
8 Translations are my own throughout. 
9 My focus on the «words upon words» in Psycharis's texts is not anachronistic if we consider 
the general obsession in fin-de-siecle France with hidden signs or the research that Saussure was 
conducting between 1906-1909 on anagrams in poetry (see J. Starobinski, Words upon Words: The 
Anagrams of Ferdinand de Saussure, New Haven, Yale University Press, 1979). 
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and ultimately offers a theory of language that is much more nuanced than an 
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Greek and French that I just referred to. Throughout My Journey Psycharis 
associates false etymologies with katharevousa, but it is in his lecture «The Kiss» 
given in Athens a few years later, that he discusses his suspicions most explicitly. 
He says there is no use looking up the modern word cp~A[ (kiss) in an ancient 
Greek dictionary, i.e. the ancient Greek verb cp~Adv, since the verb in ancient 
times had a different meaning. In fact in Ancient Greek the verb that refers to 
the touching of the lips is the completely different one XUVEW. 10 He criticizes 
the appeal to etymology as a mode for privileging diachronic visual similarities 
within the Greek language (cp~A[ in modern Greek with cp~Adv in Ancient Greek) 
and thereby «imagining» connections between unrelated experiences. He is 
more interested here and elsewhere in synchronic historical connections be-
tween Greek and other languages. He finds cultural experiences are more simi-
lar between Greece and her neighbors than between Greece today and Greece 
two thousand years ago. In fact in order to get to his point about how the folk 
song is the place we find the modern kiss and modern demotic Greek, he goes 
to Italy's most famous demoticist, Dante, and his line in the Inferno: «La bocca 
mi bacia tutto tremante» «<Mou cp[A'YjUE OAO'tpqlO~ 'to u'tO[ .. UX»).ll 
Psycharis's distaste of etymology and a writing system based on orthogra-
phy rather than phonetics is even more forcefully illustrated when he discusses 
Turkish loan words in My Journey. He sees no reason why Greeks should 
throwaway the Greek word 'tOUCPEX~ (rifle) because it borrows from the Turk-
ish word WIek and replace it with the archaic invention 7tUpO~OAOV with its 
ties to the ancient Greek roots 7tUP- and ~OA-. 
OL SEVEC; AESEC; xaVEva xaxa OE [l' EXa[lav' -nc; EXW [l<XALa1:a av<xyx"f] YLa va nw nOA-
A<X np<X[la1:a nou OE [l' EPXE1:aL xw OE ytvE1:aL va 1:a nw aAALwc;' E1:m 1:LC; EXa[la 
OLXEC; [lou' 1:LC; E~aAa va OOUAE~OUV 1:"f]V LOEa [lou. 12 
Foreign words don't do me any harm; I actually need them to say things that I can't 
figure out any other way to say; that's how I make them my own. I make them work for 
my idea. 
He continues: 
To 1:0UCPEXL ana 1:"f] YAwaaa [lac; va 1:0 ~Y<XAOU[lE, OE ytVE1:W, YLa1:t aX01:WVEL Toup-
xo· noAU mo cppaVL[lO va ~Y<XAE1:E 1:0V Toupxo ana 1:a V"f]aL<X XL ana 1:LC; EnapxtEC;, 
YLa1:t 0 Toupxoc; [lnopd va axo1:wa"f] XPLa1:LaVouc;.13 
10 r. WUXtXflYj<;, To cPtM, ed. by D. Tziovas, A81jvo:, TIOAL<;, 1996 (11893), pp. 61-62. 
11 Op. cit., p. 100. 
12 Op. cit. (fn. 7), p. 181. 
13 Op. cit. 
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Taking the toufeki out of our language won't work because it is what kills the Turk; 
much more wise would be to take the Turk out of our islands and provinces because the 
Turk can kill Christians. 
Pyscharis prefers synchronic phonetic similarities between a Turkish tufek and 
a Greek 'tOUCPEX~ (toufeki) than the diachronic orthographic connection be-
tween an ancient Greek 7tUP (pyr) or ~OA (vol) and a katharevousa 7tUpO~OAOV 
(pyrovolon). His point is that the Turkish loan word reflects the organic de-
velopment of the Greek language, whereas the ancient Greek root in a 
katharevousa word is a forced etymology. His distinction is between his own 
conception of language that takes its cue from speech and the purists that 
privileges writing and visual connections. His point is that language and his-
tory cannot be mapped onto each other in predictable ways. There is no one-
to-one correspondence between a Turk and a Turkish word, a Greek and a 
Greek word. If the Turkish sound d or the Italian ts is pronounced in the 
mouths of Greeks, who is to say whether the Greek has become foreign or the 
foreign Greek. The language of the nation must be the language that the peo-
ple speak, no matter where it comes from. 14 
Although Psycharis in his references to etymology and loan words seems to 
set up one on the side of writing and the other on the side of speech, such a 
clear-cut mode of contrasting literacy and orality cannot be sustained. This 
becomes particularly clear when we look at Psycharis's own spelling games. 
Much of My Journey is taken up with the issue of writing systems and translit-
eration, but it is in the section entitled «Cabinet de lecture», where demoticism 
is presented in terms of the reading experience, that Greece's alphabetic differ-
ence is explored most fully. It is important to note that we are «in the library», 
what Foucault calls «the new imaginative space of the nineteenth century»,15 
and what Kittler elaborates as the network discourse of universal alphabetiza-
tion. 16 As readers in the twenty-first century it is hard to imagine how central 
14 This question of what is and is not foreign is examined in his grammar at length (op. cit., fn. 
4, pp. 118-133, 152-156). 
15 M. Foucault, «Fantasia of the LibrarY'>, Language, Counter-memory, Practice: Selected Essays 
and Interviews, Ithaca, NY, Cornell University Press, 1977, p. 90. 
16 F. A. Kittler, Discourse Networks 1800(1900, Stanford, S'tanford University Press, 1990 (and 
his Gramophone, Film, Typerwriter, Stanford, Stanford University Press, 1997). In his preface to 
the latter he writes that «the novelty of technological media inscribed itself into the old paper of 
books [ ... J What writers astonished by gramophones, films, and typewriters - the first technologi-
cal media - committed to paper between 1880 and 1920 amounts, therefore, to a ghostly image of 
our present as future». My discussion here is also informed by McLuhan's discussion of the shift 
from print to media culture in his two books (M. McLuhan, The Gutenberg Galaxy; The Making of 
Typographic Man, Toronto, University of Toronto Press, 1962, and Understanding Media: The 
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the book, with its physical page and its moveable type, was to the retrieval of 
knowledge as well as to the definition of what could be known as knowledge at 
the end of the nineteenth century. The library with its books, its pages and 
letters were the backdrop, props, and script of intellectual life. 17 Although 
Psycharis focuses on the production of sound and the demoticism of the oral 
tradition, his means of delivering his message is profoundly shaped by the 
conventions of print culture. 
In «Cabinet de lecture» Psycharis takes as his premise the estranging effect 
of seeing demotic, the spoken language, in print. But instead of denouncing 
writing altogether, he turns the tables so that it is katharevousa that is made to 
look ridiculous on the page. 18 The "Cabinet de lecture», we learn, is the read-
ing room his father frequents in Constantinople and to which he and his father 
have retired to catch up on the news upon Psycharis's arrival. The section de-
scribes the experience of a diaspora Greek back in the Greek speaking world 
and his joy at finally having access to Greek newspapers again. It can be di-
vided into three parts: first a discussion of the term for reading room, then of 
the newspapers themselves, and finally of a map. In each case illegibility is 
connected with transliteration. The carrying of a word from one language to 
another without concern for meaning represents a larger problem of displace-
ment. It signals the linguistic implications of the long journey from France to 
Greece and back again, the multilingualism of monolingualism, or more spe-
cifically, of diglossia. 
After getting rid of the French and katharevousa terms for reading room 
and settling on the demotic, he can finally get on with what one is meant to do 
Extensions of Man, Cambridge, MA, MIT University Press, 1994) and Crain's analysis of alphabet-
ization (P. Crain, The Story of A: The Alphabetization of America from The New England Primer to 
The Scarlet Letter, Stanford, CAL, Stanford University Press, 2000). 
17 It is not irrelevant that many of the pictures Kriaras chose to illustrate his portrait of Psycha-
ris have him in his library reading, nor that most of the correspondence between, for example, 
Psycharis in Paris and Nikolaos Politis in Thessaloniki, was about obtaining, buying, borrowing, 
and sending particular books (op. cit., fn. 6). 
18 This in fact is the drama of the reception of his own writing. The lecture «The Kiss», for ex-
ample, was wonderfully received until the next morning when the papers printed the text. His 
student H. Pernot described it this way: «The greater part of the audience went away under the 
impression that Mr. Psichari did not speak as vulgarly as he wrote and were seriously convinced 
that the language he used was the one employed by every body in colloquial conversation. This 
delusion was after all natural. To hear the language spoken did not shock their acoustic nerves, 
accustomed to it by an every day's use, as it did the optic ones, when the eye saw it in print» (H. 
Pernot, The Language Question in Greece. Three essays by J. N. Psihari and one by H. Pernot 
translated into English from the French by «Chiensis)}, Calcutta, The Baptist Mission Press, 1902, 
pp. xxii-xxiii). 
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in a reading room: read. He begins in good faith. The newspapers are worthy 
of his full attention: 
'Onou XL av 'Tt(x'!] xavd.;, a' 0 -n !lipo.; XL av xa1:aa1:aAa~'!], dvaL CPPOVL(lO xaL awa1:0 
va ~oM~e1:m (le 1:0 xa6e1:t.;. KaAa Xa(lVeL va ~'!] aav nou auv'!]6t~ouv xaL ~ouv oam 
~ouve a1:OV 1:ono nou ~p£axE:1:m - va cpa'!] 1:0 cpayi 1:0U';, va a1:pwa'!] 1:0 XPe~~(hL 1:0U 
aav nou 1:0 a1:pWVOUV xm va POUXa)"u;,1] Ile 1:0V [Bw Xp01:o. DpEneL va n(vYi 1:0 xpaa[ 
1:0U';, vaxYi 1:Yj (la&r]aTj ,OU'; (av IlTCopd!), va BLa~a~YI 1:L'; CPYl(leptOe.; 1:0U.;19 
Wherever one goes, in whatever place one it is honorable and correct to try and 
fit in with what already is the status quo. It is good to live like those who have gotten 
used to the place - one should eat their food, make the bed as they do, even snore with 
the same snoring sound. One must drink their wine, have their same education (if pos-
sible), read their newspapers 
But the clincher is the final phrase: to be able to assimilate, the foreigner has 
not only to be able to read the newspapers in the new culture, but these news-
papers <<xm va 'rou cpa(vouv-rat xaAoypafLf.utvZC;» «<should seem to him well 
written»). The more we read on, however, the less sure we are that these news-
papers are well written. Psycharis's diasporic contribution to the debate over 
diglossia can be summed up in his relation to these newspapers. Is the difficulty 
he has reading them due to the fact that he doesn't know the language or that 
the language they are written in is deeply flawed? Is it that his French is getting 
in the way of his reading Greek or that this newspaper Greek is too much like 
French? As he eventually asks exasperatedly: «Mz'racppaaYj ~Ainw, ij 'r6v'rtC; 'rYj 
YAwaaa (.lOU ola~asw; <P1:a(w yw ij cp'raLV m CPYjfLZP(OZC;;» (<<Am I seeing a 
translation or am I reading my own language? Is it me that is to blame or the 
newspapers?,,).20 The crux of his argument seems to hang on this «or». 
At this point in the narrative the reading experience is interrupted: 
Twpa nou 1:0 ypacpw, 6ulloullaL noAU xaAa nou, alla anAwaa 'rO XEpt O"tO 1:pa1tt~t 
XL ayytSa 1:0 npw'ro CPUAAO nou 1j6zAa va TCapw, a1:'!]v iOta a1:tYIl~ axouaa va 1:p[~Yj 
Xa1:L1:('; aa va y[vounav xanou Ilaxpta Xallta -capax~, xavEva.; Xp01:o,;. [ ... ] Ma 
oev npoacl;a noAU. NOlltaa nou d-cav 1:0 1:aaAaXwlla 1:0U xap1:tou xat 1:0 ~txaaa. 21 
Now that I am writing I remember that as I stretched out my hand and touched the 
page the same moment I heard something grate as if somewhere very far away there was 
some confusion, a noise. [ ... ] But I didn't give it much notice. I thought it was the paper 
rustling and I forgot about it. 
19 Op. cit. (fn. 7), p. 69. 
20 Op. cit., p. 7L 
21 Op. cit., p. 70. 
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the book, with its physical page and its moveable type, was to the retrieval of 
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ing room his father frequents in Constantinople and to which he and his father 
have retired to catch up on the news upon Psycharis's arrival. The section de-
scribes the experience of a diaspora Greek back in the Greek speaking world 
and his joy at finally having access to Greek newspapers again. It can be di-
vided into three parts: first a discussion of the term for reading room, then of 
the newspapers themselves, and finally of a map. In each case illegibility is 
connected with transliteration. The carrying of a word from one language to 
another without concern for meaning represents a larger problem of displace-
ment. It signals the linguistic implications of the long journey from France to 
Greece and back again, the multilingualism of monolingualism, or more spe-
cifically, of diglossia. 
After getting rid of the French and katharevousa terms for reading room 
and settling on the demotic, he can finally get on with what one is meant to do 
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in a reading room: read. He begins in good faith. The newspapers are worthy 
of his full attention: 
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Wherever one goes, in whatever place one it is honorable and correct to try and 
fit in with what already is the status quo. It is good to live like those who have gotten 
used to the place - one should eat their food, make the bed as they do, even snore with 
the same snoring sound. One must drink their wine, have their same education (if pos-
sible), read their newspapers 
But the clincher is the final phrase: to be able to assimilate, the foreigner has 
not only to be able to read the newspapers in the new culture, but these news-
papers <<xm va 'rou cpa(vouv-rat xaAoypafLf.utvZC;» «<should seem to him well 
written»). The more we read on, however, the less sure we are that these news-
papers are well written. Psycharis's diasporic contribution to the debate over 
diglossia can be summed up in his relation to these newspapers. Is the difficulty 
he has reading them due to the fact that he doesn't know the language or that 
the language they are written in is deeply flawed? Is it that his French is getting 
in the way of his reading Greek or that this newspaper Greek is too much like 
French? As he eventually asks exasperatedly: «Mz'racppaaYj ~Ainw, ij 'r6v'rtC; 'rYj 
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At this point in the narrative the reading experience is interrupted: 
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Now that I am writing I remember that as I stretched out my hand and touched the 
page the same moment I heard something grate as if somewhere very far away there was 
some confusion, a noise. [ ... ] But I didn't give it much notice. I thought it was the paper 
rustling and I forgot about it. 
19 Op. cit. (fn. 7), p. 69. 
20 Op. cit., p. 7L 
21 Op. cit., p. 70. 
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This is the first inkling we have that something is not right. Something is inter-
fering with the reading experience. But Psycharis doesn't give it much thought. 
Instead he harps on his good luck at being born Greek. What is it about being 
Greek that is so wonderful? He asks indulgently: 
Xut f\M1te~c; 01:0V utwva 7tol) ~'lJC; 1:'Ij y'Awooa 1tOI) !l~'Aouoec;, eLVut 1:wpa (1)0 xt'Ataoec; 
xp6vta Xut 1tapa1tavw, ax6!l1] va 1:1]V !It'Aouv Ot Otxo[ (01), (ota xt a1tapaA'AaX1:a oa 
01:01) LWXpa1:'IJ 1:0V xutp6. H !lovfJ otacpopa e[Vut 1tOI) 1:61:ec; o1:a!l1tec; oev ei't"av Xut 
1tOI) ofJ!lepa 1:1)1twve1:ut xt 6'Aac;. 'O!lWC; 1:600 oev aA'Aa~e! ITape eva ~t~AtO va 1:0 
xa1:a'Aa~'YJC;. 22 
that the language you speak in the century you live in is two thousand and more years 
old as old as Socrates. The only difference is that in Socrates' day there wasn't print or 
type. But otherwise nothing'S changed. Look at a book, you'll see what I mean. 
He says all this, asking us to peer over his shoulder, and concluding: "aa Ot1jc; 
1:0 lotO 1:umxo' tva v De: Ae:Lne:t· naV1:a ~o:souv 1:0 v onou npzne:t» (<<You'll 
find the same conventions not a "n" is missing. They always put the "n" 
where it should be»).23 It is only at this point that we realize that this newspa-
per is not written in the demotic Greek Psycharis would find most soothing 
and familiar, but, instead, in katharevousa and that he is making fun of the way 
katharevousa adds at the end of the word the n of ancient Greek. Perhaps these 
newspapers are not as well written as we first thought. 
But what exactly is wrong, unnatural, or badly written about katharevousa? 
It seems to have something to do with French language again. Just as Psycharis 
establishes himself in the reading room with its newspapers we find out that 
the French of this section's title, that Psycharis has already spent quite a few 
paragraphs wiping out, is back to haunt us. Picking up the newspaper Psycharis 
cannot help but hear and see French. At first we are ready to attribute this to 
the normal difficulties of the diasporic subject trying to remember his mother 
tongue. The Greek Diaspora wants Greek to be a vital language of commerce 
and literary accomplishment, and yet none of the Diaspora live and write in 
Greece they must learn Greek. And yet this does not seem to be the only 
reason the French language keeps peeking through the Greek. It also seems to 
have to do with what have called the multilingualism of diglossia and the fact 
that katharevousa is syntactically and semantically modelled on French, Ger-
man and other European languages. «1\jJ.a oto:~aaa [ua AZ~'Yj ypajJ.jJ.zv'Yj 
e:AA'YjVtXO:" («If I read a word written in Greeh), he complains: 
22 Op. cit. 
23 Op. cit. 
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v6!lt~a O"t'IJV lOta O"ttY!lfJ 1tOU 1:'Ij otal3a~a yaA'ALxa' 0 W'TCOC; eL'tav eA'A'YJvtx6C;, ya'A'Atxo: 
'ta 'AOyta, 1:0 vO'YJllCt: yaMtXo. M' epxouV1:av 6'Aa oa cppO:yxtxa. Tt ouoO:pw't'IJ (01)-
Aeta! E>u!lwva !leoa !lOU Xt avu1to!lovouoa' aouva'to, 61twc; Xt av 't6mava, va !l'IJ 
8u!l'IJ8w 1:a yaMtxa !lOU' aa cpo:nao!la, oav 1teto!la'to:ptxo Oat!lovLo !le xUV'ljyouoav. 
'EAeya' -«Me:1:o:cppa<J'Y] ~Ae1tW, 'YJ 'tOV1:tC; 1:'Ij yAwooa, !lOU ota13o:~w; \fl1:afw yw 'IJ cp't'atv 
Ot CP'YJ!lepioec;;» Tp0!lep6 ~1j1:'YJ!la! &v 1:oA!louoa, &v !l1topouoa va 1:0 Mow! '000 
1tpoxwpoooa, 'tooo !l' emave 1tAfJ~'YJ' xwpiC; va 1:0 8tAw, xwpfc; va 'to xO:!lw 1th'YJoec;, 
1:a !lO:1:ta !lO1) ~eoxe.1ta~av a1t6 xa1:W a1t6 'ta ypafxtxa ypO:!l!la1:a Cppoo'YJ yaMtx'fJ, 
~eV'lj yAwooa! 'E!lOta~a aa va ehav 1:a yaMtxO: cpwAe!leva !le.oa 01:0 Xap1:t,24 
I thought the same moment that I read it in French. Everything came through in French; 
the type was Greek, but the words were French, the meaning French. It all came to me in 
frangika. What unpleasant work! I was furious and I grew impatient; It was impossible, 
even when I understood, not to remember my French; like a ghost, like a stubborn dae-
mon the French hunted me down. I said: «Am I seeing a translation, or am I reading my 
language? Is it me that is to blame or the newspapers?" The more I continued the more 
exasperated I became; without wanting it, without doing it on purpose my eyes brought 
out from under the Greek letters French phrasing, a foreign language! It seemed as if the 
French was wrapped up inside the paper. 
As with the rustling, it is the paper of print culture that is somehow to blame 
for this disturbance. He then goes on to describe this disconcerting sensation as 
a process that is like that of tracing. It is worth reading this citation at length in 
order to understand how his representational model relies on the specific tech-
nology of the reading room. 
0a a' i'tuXe: XO:1t01:e:C; va nO:p1]C; tJit'AO xap1:~ va 1:0 13aA'YJC; a1tO:VW oe xa!lta ~ouypacp(a 
1) 01::: xaye.va ypO:!l!la, yta. va o'YJxw<J'Y]C; 1:0U ypa!l!lO:1:ou 'to ypatJit!lo fJ 1:a xapaxw!la-
1:a Xat "YJV x0:8e: ypa!l!lfJ 't'YJC; ~ol)ypacptO:C;, a1tapo:AAaX1:a 67twC; dval. Tev1:wvetC; 1:0 
Xap1:i, 'to ~aa1:O:C; ouva1:a !J.e 1:0 OO:X'tUAO yta va !l'YJ CP!1Y'Y], mave:tc; !lta 1te.wa xat 
yp6:cpe:tC;. '000 ypo:cpe:tC;, xaSe ypa!l!l-IJ 1tOU xO:!lve:t 1:0 XOV1:uAt OOU, (J)(e'TCo:~el 1:'IjV 1ta-
Ato: ypa!l!lfJ. 4l't'o:ve:t O!lWC; Aiyo va YAuo'tpfJo'YJ 1:0 Xap1:1. Xt cpaive'tat. Kat va !l'YJ y'Au-
01:p1jo'YJ, 1tO:V't"a xa1:t 8a cpavfJ. Tan(ypacpo 1tOU 1ta(pvou!le: oe Sa xpUtJi'YJ 1to'te.C; DAouC; 
OtoAou 'ta 1tpw1:a 1:a tJ!'YJcpto: fJ 1:'YJ ~ouypacpLO:' 1] mo tJit'AO Sa ~'YJ 1:0 xapO:xw!la 1:0 oixo 
!lac; fJ mo xonp6. Na 7tpoae.~'fj xaveLc;, Sa 'ta Ot1) Xat 1:a 000 !la~(, 'to tva anavw 
a1:O:AAo. 'E1:(Jt 1:0 7t6:8atva xat yw- xa1:O:V't"'lJcra va 1:a ~At1tW 6'Aa omAa. Av a1taV't"ou-
aa, ac; 1tou!le, 1:'YJ cppao'YJ «s}.cqt{3ave -rov xonov», "YJV lOLa wpa SI)!lOU!louv Xat 1:0 «II 
prenait la peine». Acp1:o 1:0 «II prenait fa peine» ~e:1:pU1twve: ~acpvtxo: ano xo:1:w a1to 1:a 
eAA'YJvLxa 1tOU npoo1taSoooa va oLa13O:ow. Av e:(Vat 1:p61toC; va oac; 1:0 1tapaa'tfJaw !J.e 
1:0Y 't"l)'TCO, d1:av a1tO:vw xa1:W va ota~a~a oav 1tOU oac; 1:0 ypacpw 1:wpa' 
240p. cit., p. 71. 
25 Op. cit., p. 72. 
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This is the first inkling we have that something is not right. Something is inter-
fering with the reading experience. But Psycharis doesn't give it much thought. 
Instead he harps on his good luck at being born Greek. What is it about being 
Greek that is so wonderful? He asks indulgently: 
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that the language you speak in the century you live in is two thousand and more years 
old as old as Socrates. The only difference is that in Socrates' day there wasn't print or 
type. But otherwise nothing'S changed. Look at a book, you'll see what I mean. 
He says all this, asking us to peer over his shoulder, and concluding: "aa Ot1jc; 
1:0 lotO 1:umxo' tva v De: Ae:Lne:t· naV1:a ~o:souv 1:0 v onou npzne:t» (<<You'll 
find the same conventions not a "n" is missing. They always put the "n" 
where it should be»).23 It is only at this point that we realize that this newspa-
per is not written in the demotic Greek Psycharis would find most soothing 
and familiar, but, instead, in katharevousa and that he is making fun of the way 
katharevousa adds at the end of the word the n of ancient Greek. Perhaps these 
newspapers are not as well written as we first thought. 
But what exactly is wrong, unnatural, or badly written about katharevousa? 
It seems to have something to do with French language again. Just as Psycharis 
establishes himself in the reading room with its newspapers we find out that 
the French of this section's title, that Psycharis has already spent quite a few 
paragraphs wiping out, is back to haunt us. Picking up the newspaper Psycharis 
cannot help but hear and see French. At first we are ready to attribute this to 
the normal difficulties of the diasporic subject trying to remember his mother 
tongue. The Greek Diaspora wants Greek to be a vital language of commerce 
and literary accomplishment, and yet none of the Diaspora live and write in 
Greece they must learn Greek. And yet this does not seem to be the only 
reason the French language keeps peeking through the Greek. It also seems to 
have to do with what have called the multilingualism of diglossia and the fact 
that katharevousa is syntactically and semantically modelled on French, Ger-
man and other European languages. «1\jJ.a oto:~aaa [ua AZ~'Yj ypajJ.jJ.zv'Yj 
e:AA'YjVtXO:" («If I read a word written in Greeh), he complains: 
22 Op. cit. 
23 Op. cit. 
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'ta 'AOyta, 1:0 vO'YJllCt: yaMtXo. M' epxouV1:av 6'Aa oa cppO:yxtxa. Tt ouoO:pw't'IJ (01)-
Aeta! E>u!lwva !leoa !lOU Xt avu1to!lovouoa' aouva'to, 61twc; Xt av 't6mava, va !l'IJ 
8u!l'IJ8w 1:a yaMtxa !lOU' aa cpo:nao!la, oav 1teto!la'to:ptxo Oat!lovLo !le xUV'ljyouoav. 
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Ot CP'YJ!lepioec;;» Tp0!lep6 ~1j1:'YJ!la! &v 1:oA!louoa, &v !l1topouoa va 1:0 Mow! '000 
1tpoxwpoooa, 'tooo !l' emave 1tAfJ~'YJ' xwpiC; va 1:0 8tAw, xwpfc; va 'to xO:!lw 1th'YJoec;, 
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I thought the same moment that I read it in French. Everything came through in French; 
the type was Greek, but the words were French, the meaning French. It all came to me in 
frangika. What unpleasant work! I was furious and I grew impatient; It was impossible, 
even when I understood, not to remember my French; like a ghost, like a stubborn dae-
mon the French hunted me down. I said: «Am I seeing a translation, or am I reading my 
language? Is it me that is to blame or the newspapers?" The more I continued the more 
exasperated I became; without wanting it, without doing it on purpose my eyes brought 
out from under the Greek letters French phrasing, a foreign language! It seemed as if the 
French was wrapped up inside the paper. 
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240p. cit., p. 71. 
25 Op. cit., p. 72. 
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It will have happened at some point that you have taken thin paper and put it on top of 
some drawing or some letter in order to trace the writing of the letter or the etching 
and each line of the drawing, unchanged as they are. You spread out the paper, you 
hold it tightly with your finger so it won't slip, you take a pen and write. As you write, 
each line your pen makes covers the old line. If the paper slips a little it shows through. 
Even if the paper doesn't slip, some bit always shows through. The copy we make will 
never hide everything the original typographical characters or the drawing; the copy 
will either be too thin or too thick. If one is attentive, one will see the two together, the 
one on top of the other. This is what was happening to me. I had gotten to the point 
where I saw everything double. If I came upon the phrase «I::Aa[.t~aVI:: 'tOY xonov» (to 
take the trouble) at the same time I would remember the «II prenait la peine». That «II 
prenait la peine» grew up suddenly from under the Greek that I was trying to read. If 




This is the place in the text that Psycharis finally gives us the example of con-
testing alphabets I have already mentioned. Each letter from the Greek alpha-
bet is followed by one from the Roman alphabet as if trasliteration was a 
model for translation. This proving fairly cumbersome he continues by putting 
the Greek and French translations in columns next to each other: 
'E'tYlV LOLa ypa[l[l-r] e~Aena ova tP'f]<pLa xm nano'tes 'ta YaAAtXa senepvoucrav 'ta 
ypalxlxa, [ll:: 'tpono nov <paLvouv'tav xm xaA-r]'tepa. Ka[lnocres <ppacrl::lS ota~acra 
e'tcrt, <ppayxLxa OAO [la~L xm ypmxLxa' cras 'tLS O"Y][letwvw xov'ta xona 'tYl [lLa cr'tYlv 
aAAYl.26 
In the same line I kept seeing two typographical characters and always the French out-
did the Greek, showing up better. So many phrases in this manner, French all mixed in 
with the Greek; I note them down one next to the other as close as possible. 
In an attempt to better reproduce his experience, after two pages of en face 
columns of Greek on the left and French and then even a mixture of French 
and German on the right, he puts the French on the left and the Greek on the 
right (op. cit., fn. 9, pp. 74-75). 
Ka'taAa~a 'to'tes nov enpl::ne va 8ta~a~w avanooa' aV'tLS npw'ta va .'ta ota~a~w 
ypaLxLxa, d'tav noAU mo crwcr'tO va 'ta Mw [.tecra [lOU yaAAlxa x' eneL'ta va xOL'ta~w 
'ta 'tunw[.teva ypa[l[la'ta. KaL XWPLS va 'to 6eAw, 'tOV'tLS e'tcrt 'tona6a. Twpa 'ta~Aena 
npw'ta npw'ta OAa <ppayxLxa, cra va ehav 'ta <ppayxLxa npw'to'tvnaY 
26 Op. cit. 
270p. cit., p. 74. 
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I realized then that I had to read backwards; instead of first reading Greek, it was more 
correct to say it to myself in French and afterwards look at the printed letters. And 
without wanting it, this is what I ended up experiencing. Now I saw everything in 
French as if the French was the original. 
At ~!m;'ff~.t~IIt4\.:~,~ 
''OIlO/t>tl)V ',~,h!~_~'( n~_~_~ 
:M!m;v ~ ~'J'4I'llIIo1l(:1l1iunito;: 
AI ~~' -Oit-act( (I(i:-b¢Y~J:M,;· 
~~.~;#~;hwt~ ~~.QV~ ~T~~ 
~~oxttY~ -t&y.;~v" lI>o11t:)Wi1' 
o«w;,~~ _ ~-._: ,~"':'. ~ , 
:v:~;~~=-_~~~m~ 
'1llUu.y~Q1lY~~_~ a~~;: ~M,j ~ 
~'t1UIo<o, _., 





tJro~Gv '~~' }t~.- .).illfn> ~~ 
up~;tJ,~' • 
'fhJ\)v¢v6~~_ Y~ .Qu~. 
ili #f0\icl!V &~II'~ 
Nu.1)!I(l~ to ~(I_~Ite:t!(Ov I)I~ 
l(~ 1~ pQ;~~PllCtI;: ilt1:1Il'IfO'< 
(lli1~ -." - ~ " 
'A~ d:~XO"'~1 l\~O;:_ ,4,vu~'.\'Ift't:!I:'* 
~_~,,~l~ 




no).mdi .afP~IPIl ;wt).~ 
tt~lttll1l'll1,o~ " 
~::~ ~~t«1 «'t ",,=.,~ .,rel"c 
Iq\UJ)ub~" 
1n<:-J.~iC~ do ,~ «".~ne ~ Jl:6.ll>tlPl'I 
~!~;:::~~;~=~~~ 
~i~:~,-
Although the columns on these four pages contain originals and translations of 
these originals, not transliterations, it is odd how coming as they do after the 
example of the scrambled alphabets one is tempted to view this newspaper 
katharevousa, not simply as a translation, but as a transliteration of French and 
German. It doesn't organically rework the material the way a translation 
would, but mimics it in another alphabet. Psycharis is making fun of the fact 
that the Greek is reproducing the French and German expressions word for 
word and that this is more akin to the letter for letter exchange of translitera-
tion than anything else. One. example should .suffice: 
Kex't'f]'tat OA'f]V 'tYlV [.toP<PWO"LV Xat 't'f]V 
naLOWO"LV eu YlY[levov Eupwna[ou. 
28 Op. cit., p. 73. 
II possede toute la Bildung et toute 
l'instruction d'un wohl erzogenen 
Europeen.28 
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Ultimately Psycharis's visual poetics suggest that katharevousa might as well be 
written in the Roman alphabet of French and· German. It is not contiguous 
with the Greek experience, but somehow an interruption, at odds with it. 
At this point in the narrative the narrator falls asleep. The half-dreamy state 
of reading turns into a dream in which he learns what the irritating sound was 
that he had heard at the beginning. In the dream he sees before him a map of 
Europe. The strangeness of the typographic page with its competing alphabets 
gives way to the strangeness of a map that separates countries by color.29 In-
stead of letters in columns on the page, there are people dressed in the color of 
their country, standing on their part of the map, the French on France, the 
Germans on Germany. The analogy between letters on a page and people on 
the map is clear in Greek where the word paper and map, X(Xfyr£ (harti) and 
xap't'rl~ (harris) are cognates. All of the people on the map are looking in the 
direction of Greece. 10 fact they are staring at Psycharis sitting at the table as 
well as at the newspapers that he is reading in the reading room in Constanti-
nople. The issue of the French language haunting the Greek that we saw in the 
newspaper has become Psycharis's own problem. We understand this because 
all of Europe's people are bent over in laughter staring at Psycharis. 10 the same 
way that the shape of a letter distinguishes it from another, the bent-over shape 
of these people on the map tells us something. «E>(Xppei'te 'taX(x'tt~ TtW~ ypa-
cpe'te eAA:flVtXa;» (<<You think you write Greek?»), they taunt. (<'OX!" ~E~(Xt(x. ft<X 
V(X 'to x(X't(xAa~e'te, e!J.e£~ TtpEm:t V(X a(X~ 'to Ttou!J.e. <PP(XYXE<pe-re! MtAYjlne 
YAW(J(J(X OLXij (J(X~, yt(X V(X (J(X~ <xxoua1j 0 x6a!J.o~» (<<Of course not. In order for 
you to understand, we're the ones who have to tell you. You became Western 
EuropeanLTalk your own language so that people can hear you»).30 
The reading room, once the scene of utter calm, disturbed only by what the 
author thought was the slight rustling of a piece of paper, has become one of 
loud, raucous teasing. We finally learn that the cause of that noise is connected 
not to the piece of paper, X(XP'tL (harti), but to the map, xap't1j~ (hartis), and to 
all the peoples of Europe lined up on that map who find Greece's supposed 
preoccupation with an ancient form of a modern language a joke. It is clear that 
the phonetic system of demotic with its association with the voice, the mother 
tongue, and the Greek alphabet is meant to win out over the orthographic sys-
tem of katharevousa with its association with maps, and even the Roman alpha-
bet of the rest of Western Europe. And yet we know full well, since we've re-
hearsed it more than once in this section, first with the title «Cabinet de lecture» 
29 Op. cit., p. 77. 
30 Op. cit., p. 78. 
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and then with the newspapers, that in order to get to demotic, one has to start 
in French and go through katharevousa. The journey from France to Constan-
tinople to Chios to Athens and from French to katharevousa to demotic is never 
a one-way street; reading Greek, either Greek, is always a foreign affair. Issues 
of diaspora and the nation and multilingualism, translation and transliteration 
are deeply embedded in and indebted to each other and become legible in the 
context of the reading room in which print culture can perform the shifting 
movement of peoples as a contest between alphabets. 
The question that these passages raise, in particular the typographically ex-
perimental ones we looked at, is when do translation and transliteration ac-
knowledge the mangling distortion of moving between cultures and when do 
they conceal it? At some level Psycharis's manifesto seems to suggest that, while 
it is alright for the demoticist to keep the Turkish word in Greek and the Turk 
out of Greece, thus dissociating the signifier from the signified in a proto-
Saussurian manner, this is not true when the purist drags Ancient Greek roots 
or French and German syntax into Modern Greek. Here the signifier and signi-
fied are inextricably bound up with each other. The purist's wrapping of one 
language in another inevitably brings Europe's gaze into Greece, or more spe-
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150 Karen Van Dyck 
cifically into the reading room in Constantinople. The work that I have under-
scored that seems to be going on throughout this text to show that all languages 
are constructs and differential systems is momentarily undone when we find out 
that katharevousa's pseudo-ancient Greek pseudo-Gallic, pseudo-Germanic 
structure makes it the laughing stock of Europe. Words are suddenly attached 
to things in an almost Cratylic fashion. While Turkish in Greek does not mean 
the Turk is in Greece, Ancient Greek, French, or German in Greek does seem 
to mean Europeans in Greece. 
Yet it is the piece of paper of print culture that keeps appearing in this sec-
tion, sometimes crumpled, sometimes wrapping, and other times shredded, and 
the fact that this piece of paper is really two, the page and the thin piece of 
tracing paper on top of it, that suggests that a perfect fit between the word and 
the thing, between language and nation, is always impossible. If we only look 
at where Psycharis's journey starts and ends we have a fairly simple argument 
for demotic as the only plausible national language and for language as inextri-
cably linked to its people in some quasi-essentialist way, but if we look at how 
he gets there, the middle passage, we find other lessons, more radical and de-
stabilizing, more politically-nuanced, in which multilingualism and different 
alphabets are the necessary ground for imagining a nation in relation to her 
neighbors to the east and to the west. When geopolitical tensions are viewed 
through the lens of the Language Question things get blurry and this blurriness 
is not altogether bad. In fact it can be a powerful way of seeing double. If the 
medium of print culture at the turn of the century is understood to be as much 
a part of the message as the message itself, then another story emerges from a 
close reading of Psycharis's My Journey: No matter who you want to keep in 
or out, the Turk or the European, «TaV'tiypacpo 1tOU 1taipVOU[lE OE Sa xp6q,Yj 
1tO'tEC; OAOUC; OLOAOU [ ... ] Na 1tPOOESYj xavdc;, Sa 'ta OL1j XaL 'ta OUO [laSi, 'to 
Eva a1t(xvw o'tano» «<The copy we make will never hide everything [ ... ] if 
one is attentive, one will see the two together, the one on top of the other»).31 
In Psycharis's text an opposition appears between katharevousa as invested 
in etymology, the diachronic development of the language, orthography, even 
the Roman alphabet versus demotic which contains loan words, is synchronic 
in its borrowings, phonetic, and tied to the Greek alphabet. A close reading of 
the section «Cabinet de lecture», however, reveals that the material practices of 
print culture undo this opposition by offering a palimpsest theory of reading 
and writing as tracing. Different languages and different forms of language are 
written into and onto each other in the library so that Greek cannot exist 
31 Op. cit., p. 71. 
, 
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without French, German, Italian, and Turkish and demotic cannot exist with-
out katharevousa. Paying attention to how texts register the effects of multilin-
gualism gives us tools for analyzing why any discussion about the nation is also 
a discussion about the diaspora and vice versa. It also suggests how every the-
ory of the sign is a theory of translation, and in diaspora literature, sometimes 
a theory of transliteration. 
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the fact that this piece of paper is really two, the page and the thin piece of 
tracing paper on top of it, that suggests that a perfect fit between the word and 
the thing, between language and nation, is always impossible. If we only look 
at where Psycharis's journey starts and ends we have a fairly simple argument 
for demotic as the only plausible national language and for language as inextri-
cably linked to its people in some quasi-essentialist way, but if we look at how 
he gets there, the middle passage, we find other lessons, more radical and de-
stabilizing, more politically-nuanced, in which multilingualism and different 
alphabets are the necessary ground for imagining a nation in relation to her 
neighbors to the east and to the west. When geopolitical tensions are viewed 
through the lens of the Language Question things get blurry and this blurriness 
is not altogether bad. In fact it can be a powerful way of seeing double. If the 
medium of print culture at the turn of the century is understood to be as much 
a part of the message as the message itself, then another story emerges from a 
close reading of Psycharis's My Journey: No matter who you want to keep in 
or out, the Turk or the European, «TaV'tiypacpo 1tOU 1taipVOU[lE OE Sa xp6q,Yj 
1tO'tEC; OAOUC; OLOAOU [ ... ] Na 1tPOOESYj xavdc;, Sa 'ta OL1j XaL 'ta OUO [laSi, 'to 
Eva a1t(xvw o'tano» «<The copy we make will never hide everything [ ... ] if 
one is attentive, one will see the two together, the one on top of the other»).31 
In Psycharis's text an opposition appears between katharevousa as invested 
in etymology, the diachronic development of the language, orthography, even 
the Roman alphabet versus demotic which contains loan words, is synchronic 
in its borrowings, phonetic, and tied to the Greek alphabet. A close reading of 
the section «Cabinet de lecture», however, reveals that the material practices of 
print culture undo this opposition by offering a palimpsest theory of reading 
and writing as tracing. Different languages and different forms of language are 
written into and onto each other in the library so that Greek cannot exist 
31 Op. cit., p. 71. 
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without French, German, Italian, and Turkish and demotic cannot exist with-
out katharevousa. Paying attention to how texts register the effects of multilin-
gualism gives us tools for analyzing why any discussion about the nation is also 
a discussion about the diaspora and vice versa. It also suggests how every the-
ory of the sign is a theory of translation, and in diaspora literature, sometimes 
a theory of transliteration. 
